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In Our 92nd Year
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FEED THE BIRDS

Snow And Cold Snarls Traffic
And Closes Schools In State

Residents are rernhelei
to put out feed for the barb
during this very cold ;§
weather. With snow on the
ground, birds have dff- .
gg fieulty in finding sufficient
bi food. Wild bird seed.
Z: sunflower seed, suet and
3table scraps will be
g welcomed by the birdlife at
the community and feeding
of Murray
• residents
ty. by
x
sur•:v could well mean the
vival for the thousands of A,
birds which winter here. o.
Us.
•••• •ssecoxosososee-W:
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Apollo Astronauts
Accelerate Toward
Pacific Splashdown

of accidents Monday caused
traffic problems. Two accidents
caused by semi-trailer trucks
Seen&Heard
were reported today north of
Munfordville and on Ky. 121 near
Mayfield.
Around
No traffic deaths were reported
from Monday's storm, but a
number of children were injured
Murray
in sledding accidents.
At Frankfort, it was announcedthat state offices would be closed
Comes Jon Pierce with a bottle of
again today, exdept for skeletop
Kashmire Curry which he
personnel.
exotic
This
us.
to
presents
More than one half of the
prepartion is to be used in some
state's schools were closed, as
fine dish "fit for the gods".
Mrs. Mary Ellen Dunbar, sister
temperatures dipped as low as
Which we'll do, only we will
Scobie Boitnott and Rob
of
faster and faster to its 24,660
By AL ROSSITER Jr.
four-degrees below zero early
• partake of it and leave Thor,
Boitnott of Murray, died Sunday
miles an hour entry into the
UPI Space Writer
Green.
Bowling
at
today
Minerva and Eros to their own
at four p.m. a tht Caldwell County SPACE CENTER, Houston. atmosphere, grdund control told
the
be
will
the
were
Globetti
today
Gerald
closed
Also
Dr.
fixins. Thanks Jon, your apWar Memorial Hospital, Prin- ( UPI )-Apollo 14's astronauts the spacemen their path on the
Kentucky, Wednesday Luncheon speaker at
of
preciation for good food is ex- Laymen of the United University
ceton.
accelerated down a precision imaginary space corridor lead12.30 p.m. at the United Campus
_ ceeded only by your thought- Methodist Church of the Paducah
course to a landing in the South ing to earth was so accurate a
on Page Eight)
Continued
Street.
I
15th
North
202
Ministry,
fulness.
The deceased was 85 years of Pacific today with "a wealth of steering correction was not
District will hold its annual
Murray.
age and was a resident of Prin- information" from the moon needed.
laymen's banquet on Wednesday,
Eleven Doves by the feeder February 10, at the Broadway
ceton Route Five. She is survived and new proof of man's ability
and
Marijuana
The helicopter carrier New
and.
"Alcohol
Uoiled rm. IsiVor..tion.1
yesterday, a number of Juncoes, United Methodist Church,
by one daughtes, Mrs.. William to explore the unknown.
Orleans was waiting in ideal
their Relationship" will be the
Crowned Paducah.
White_
several
Slaton of Caldwell County; three With earth pulling Apollo 14 weather 900 miles south of
Decreasing topic discussed by the speaker.
Kentucky:
Sparrows, two or three common Principal speaker for the oc- cloudiness east portion today and
brothers, Scobie and Rob of
Samoa to retrieve Alan B.
Sparrows,a pair of Cardinals and casion will be Tom Moore, a .air elsewhere. Fair tonight and
and Ted Boitnott of
Murray
is
the
Coordinator
Globetti
Shepard, Stuart A. Roosa and
Dr.
umteen Blue Jays. By the way laymen and president of the partly cloudy
Game Will Be Held
Caldwell County: one sister, Mrs.
minutes
Wednesday. of the Center For Alcohol
Edgar D.
Juncoes spend the summer way General Board of Laity of the Continued very cold today and Education at Murray State
Myrtie Lacy of Caldwell County;
after their 4:04 p.m.- EST
game
The basketball
up in Canada.
two grandchildren; two great
United Methodist Church. He is tonight and not .so cold Wed- university. He is currently
splashdown.
Pf(. Ronald Workman
between Calloway High
grandchildren.
an active layman in his local nesday. Highs today in the teens. teaching a course on Tuesday
They were targeted for 'a
School and Carlisle County
Two Squirrels on the ground church and denomination, and is Lows tonight zero to 12. Highs evenings entitled, "Alcoholr-`"Alcohol
landing 10 miles west of the
812d
High School will be played
under the feeder, ignored by the connected with the broadcasting Wednesday mostly in the 20s.
international dateline where ft
Drugs.
Funeral services were held
(Tuesday) at the
tonight
birds.
to
open
the
is
business in Ohio and New York.
The luncheon
will be Wednesday when they
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the
at
p.m.
1:30
at
today
on
Callowas County High
Special music will be presented
down.
public and reservations may be
splash
EXTENDED FORECAST
with
Princeton.
Funeral Home,
to
School, according
Gov, the Basset next door, by a sixty voice A Capella Choir
Private First Class Ronald
Seven hours before splashExtended weather outlook for made by telephoning the United
officiating.
Bush
R.
James
Rev.
en,
Howard Crittend
waddles by to investigate the of the North Marshall High Kentucky Thursday through Campus Ministry.
Workman is scheduled to report
down, mission control reported
Burial was in the Liberty
principal of the school.
possibility of a hand out.
to Fort Jackson, S. C., on March
School. Congregational singing Sat urday :
that the earthquake that rocked
Cemetery.
5. where he is scheduled to report
will be led by Rev. Jerry Carr oof
Considerable cloudiness
California interrupted ground
Editorial comment from a paper the Forest Heights United Thursday through Friday with
MAKES 4.0 STANDING
for duty with the 21st Division of
communications for one to five
we read: "Our award for Methodist Church, Jackson, chance of precipitation. Saturday
the • U. S. Army at Frankfurt,stoomooso.osoososoos000s,s;.sosss;;;;;;:o;ossomossosssepossesssosKe&
minutes. --But officials switched
crocodile tears of the year goes to Term.
James C. Williams, Jr.. Germany, for a year's tour of o
to backup links and reported
partly cloudy. Warming Friday
Soviet Premier Alexei N.
they were never without flight
A cafeteria style supper will be .ind -Saturday. Lows Thursday Murray. made a perfect standing dut y .
Kosygin who, before anything served at six p.m. And the main mid 20s. Highs Thursday mid 30s of 4.0 for the first semester at Workman is the son of Mr. and iii
control capability.
happened, loosed charges of an program will start at 7:15 p.m. in to lower 40s. lows Friday and Murray State University. He is VI Mrs, Clayton Workman of
The astronauts awakened
"outrageous invasion" of the sanctuary of the church.
after four to six hours of sleep
Saturday lower 30s. Highs Friday sophomore and is the son of Mr. Southgate. Alkh., and he and his *
Laos. Kosygin's
southern
More than eioht hundred and Saturday upper 40s and lower and Mrs. James C. Williasio, parents are now visiting in
and immediately began final
definition -of an outrageous in- laymen are expected to attend 50s.
Doran Road. Murray.
Murray and Calloway County. (Sputa:it to the l.edger & Times I show. They are the ones who held preparations for the end of the
vasion is one not committed by the annual meeting.
on to their policies.
The soldier is the grandson of Mr.
mission Shepard called -a
World War
communist forces."
As for those in the local area smashing success."
and Mrs. 011ie Workman of Calloway County's
their bank
who were involved in other wars, On the 8400 million, 1.2
Murray Route One and the late veterans will have
this year to the no distribution will be made to
embellished
rolls
Interesting conversation with
of
Miller
Claude
Mrs.
and
Mr.
million mile voyage the astrotune of *27.000.
John Dale, preacher for the
them since they were not covered nauts spent a record 33,2 hours
Murray.
will
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That
Christ.
of
Providence Church
by this type of policy.
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on the moon and walked longer
ely, out of a Of the veterans who do qualify,
astute young man.
service in June of 1970 and took receive, approximat
and farther than their four
be
that will
the ones who were in World War I predecessors. Their mission
s basic training at t'ort Bi-agg, total of 6275,000,000
of World War I will receive an average of t122
Writer sends in an unsigned letter
N. C. He took .advanced training paid to veterans
*SeSSIMMOXSS:kceet:eeSeeSe-ZOOSeelt
who have each and those who saw service
with the statement :"I won't sign
.at Fort Polk, I.a., before and World War II
insurance
GI
Apollo Timetable
maintained their
my name as I know I can't cope
in the second World War, $64.
receiving his present orders.
policies.
with you by word or with the pen,
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that
SPACE CENTER, Houston
The VA explains
Workman is a graduate of
has become amount a veteran receives UPI)-The timetable for the
neither could I cope with inSouthgate High School and at- The money
distribution because
tellectuals that compose the
final day of the flight of Apollo
(Continued on Page Eight)
tended Monroe College, Monroe, available for
by the trust
earned
interest
the
school board". We disagree with
en14. ( All times EST and subject
Mich.. for Ifs . years before
funds governing the policies has
the statement since it is not a
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.
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matter of coping with anyone. A
7:23 a.m. -Astronauts awaBy JOSEPH A. ST. AMANT
ofout
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mage.
policy
among
the death rate
person has an opinion and he has
ken from eight _hour sleep
LOS ANGEI.ES (UPI) at
downtown buildings and storeholders has been lower than was
a free hand to state his opinion as
period:
least two persons were killed fronts at the fringes of the
reseen when the premium rate
long as he signs his name and
8: 23 a.m. -Astronauts eat
and scores injured today when Civic Center follapsed, sending
was set.
allows his name to be printed.
first meal of the day, 54,961
a sharp rolling earthquake bricks and debris to the ground.
have
As a result, reserve funds
There are a lot of people we
miles from earth.
jolted Southern California and
Residents below the Van
been built up, enabling the The final sale of Type 23 Dark 12:50 p.m. -Midcourse corcaused widespread structural Norman Dam in the Mission
Continued on Page Eight)
Veterans Administration to make Fired Tobacco has been rection
last
No. 7, the
damage.
scheduled by the Western Dark
Hills area were evacauted as a
the refunds.
opportunity to correct course
The tremor began at 6 a.m. safety precaution.
•
Growers
Tobacco
Fired
Sharing in the distribution will
for proper return to earth's
PST and aftershocks were
Association on the Murray
The Maclay Dam in the San
,
being felt more than half an
of
veterans
4,000,000
nearly
Market on Friday. February 12. atmosphere
Fernando Valley community of
men from Calloway be
Too
-Command module
hour later.
a minor Counts: were inducted into the World War II who hold National Officials said- most of the 3:35 p.m.
developed
Pacoima
from service module.
The quake :was centered
separates
A tractor-trailer and van
policies
Insurance
life
Service
this
and
sold,
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been
and
said,
police
crack,
tobacco has
United States Army iii.,, the
347 p.m. -Command module
collision occurred on Highway about 40 miles north of the
was trickling down the face of ehruary_draftralLaccarding to and 163,400 World War I veterans sale is -scheduled as a special
hits earth's atmosphere.
S.
Mrs. Willa Atkins Barnett, 121, Coldwater Road. 7.9 miles Civic Center and recorded at he structure.
U.
•
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are
who
to
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for
sale
up
clean
Adams, executive
3:50 p.m. -Radio communiformerly of Murray, Ii--eon- north of Murray near Coldwater Fordham—Oniversity • in New Numerous brides were re- Mrs. Gessie
Government I.ife Insurance.
be sold.
secretary of the Local Board No.
valescing from a serious illness on Monday morning at 9:30 ac- YOrk as having a magnitude of
of the two The Murray Market for the cations blacked out.
veterans
1,55e
the
Of
10 of the Selective Service. -at her home at 131 Worcester cording to Kentucky State nearly 7 on the Richter scale. (Continued on Page Eightl
World Wars residing in Calloway season has sold a total of 2,961,357 3-53 p.m. -Blackout ends.
The two men sent for induction
Drive, Detroit, Mich., 48203. She Trooper Charles Stephenson. No Seismograph needles at the
only about 400 will be on pounds for $1,575,479.80 forr the 3:58.16 p.m. -Command mos
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were William B.. Hornbuckle, son
California Institute of Technolois the wife of Jim Barnett, a injuries were reported.
end, the figures sales through Friday, February dale's first parachutes dereceiviny
the
of Mr. and Mrs. William Henry
ployed.
supervisor in the Maintenance The trooper said Joshua gy were knocked off the scale
5, according to 011ie Barnett,
Hornbuckle, Spruce Street,
3:59t33 p.m. -Main paraDivision of Ford's in Sterling, Herbert Tabers, Jr., of Far- by the . violent tremor.
market.
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for
reporter
a
Adams,
Murray, and 'John R.
mington Route One, driving a
All los Angeles City and
chutes deployed.
Mich.
season
high
time
all
An
transfer from Louisville.
4::14 p.m. -Apollo 14 splashes
She-is the daughter of Mr. and 1967 Ford van, was going west on county Schools' were. closed
average of $53.20 has been
Buford T. McCuiston, a former Hornbuckle is a graduate of
in the Pacific.
down
Mrs. Clinton Atkins of Hardin. Highway 121 toward Mayfield,
recorded by the sales on the four
resident of the New Concord Murray High School arid attended
Her son is Stephen Barnett, a city when he stopped for oncoming
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Doran's,
floors,
Murray
was
He
Community, was claimed by Murray State University.
planner in Detroit, Mich., and his traffic before making a left turn
was scientifically more rewardGrowers, and Planters.
death this morning at-5:30 at the employed at Sammons' Bakery
wife, Sandra, is a senior at onto a side road
two sales ing than the Apollo 11 and 12
work,shop will be held at the
the
for
A
figures
The
Paducah.
induction.
his
before
Hospital,
Lourdes
Jerry Windsor of 301 South 11th
Michigan State College.
Guild, East Main held last week were for 113,850 landings in 1969.
The deceased was 68 years of The two men were sworn in at Murray Art
Wagon
Welcome
Mrs. Barnett has worked in the Street, Murray, driving a 1968 The
February pounds for $63,457.96, with an Final Assessment to Come
Thursday.
on
Street,
of International Harvester tractor Newcomers Club will meet age and was a resident of Barnes Nashville, Tenn., and have been
department
switching
6:30 to 9:30 p.m. This is average of $55.74, Barnett said. But Shepard said during a 30.
11,1tom
basic
born
for
was
Campbell
Fort
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sent
Paducah.
Truck
Street,
Thursday, February 11, at 7:30
Michigan Bell Telephone Com- trailer, owned by Paschall
a series of three
Figures for the last sale held minute. televised question and
in Henry County. training, according to Mrs. the second in
pany for a number of years. She Lines of Murray, also traveling p.m. at the Community Center on March 1, 1902.
- of February Friday were for 29,306 pounds for answer session with newsmen
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during
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the
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the
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and
Tenn.,
the
on
stop
to
Drive.
unable
was
Ellis
Manley, $16,178.48 with the average being Monday night that he would
said she would enjoy hearding west,
and Sally In the February call seven conducted biRobert D.
from her many relatives and ice covered road, hit the Tabers Mrs. Raymond Carter of Walter McCuiston
art departineril $55.21 per hundred weight.
tit,
in
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for
sent
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for
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with
physical examinations along
McCuiston was a veteran
side of road into a ditch, ac- show entitled "Perils of
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a
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the
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transfers,
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He
II.
.
War
World
concerns
Stephenson
which
"
Petrozinia
cording to Trooper
possible by a grant from the on the Murray Market with a atmosphere and descended softFaculty Couples Bridge
The tractor-trailer was loaded foreign students. Mrs. Carter resident of Paducah for a number secretary of the local Board said.
Kentucky Arts Commission.
total of 4,169,010 pounds sold for ly by parachute into the sea.,
his
before
with granite and this was tran- wrote the show, made the pup- of years and
Plans Meeting Friday
Following up his critique of $1,976,107.18, according to figures ."I think the big emotion for
LIST
the
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by
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employed
was
retirement
set.
the
designed
pets, and
(Continued on Page Eight)
paintings last from the Western Dark Tobacco me is yet to come that is
The Murray State University
Mr. and members'
Also at the meeting the Illinois Central Railroad Com- Jimmy Hutson, son of
will give a Growers Association.
Manley
Mr.
Thursday,
getting both feet on the deck of
Faculty Couples Bridge will meet
Buchanan,
of
Hutson
Mrs. Ruby
financial budget will be sub- PanyMem- The tobacco crop for this year the carrier," he said during the
tion.
'demonstra
drawing
Friday, February 12, at 7 30 p.m.
dean's
are one sister. Mrs. Tenn., was named to the
Survivors
be
will
ygarbooks
and
mitted
drawing exercises has been of higher quality and long-distance news conference
in Rooms three and four of the
Mavis Elkins of Murray Route list at Murray State University. bers Will do a
dist rbut ed.
be a critique on the selling for a higher'price, but the 21 hours before re-entry.
will
Student Union Building at
there
and
3A0
a
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Jind
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a
He,is,
brothers,
The hostess chairman will be Four; two
Nlurraj State
crop was short and the tobacco They went to sleep for the
Meetristan of -Murray Route Two average fOr-lbe- (fist semester.
y- Lkips Club will Mrs. Jeanette Lewis-and she
TheLMursa
rycallMR-Ber
n
informatto
Members are urged to attend weighed light, officials said.
of
McCoiston
Harvey
and
a
(Continued on Page Eight)
provide
will
party
Valentine
her committee
753-9294 or Jerri Rang 753-4045. hold its annual
and to bring the following sup- Type 23, dark fired tobacco, is
. MEET CANCELLED
Dearborn, Mich.; one nephew,
and ladies night at the Murray Valentine's Day theme.
and compressed one of the main-cash crops of
Max McCuiston of Murray; six The Murray Branch of the plies: Fine
---Woman's Club House tonight
PRESCHOOL MOTHERS
GERMAN SHEPHERD
of charcoal and charcoal pencils Calloway County. In 1970 a total
Association
Keys American
'Mrs
PUPPIES
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including
Meces
,
I.eo's
Cooperative
kneaded erasers of 1648.10 acres were grown on St
three),
tall
Five German Shepherd pup- I Tuesday).
postponed
has
Women
Murray.
are
of
puppies
University
old
I
Moqdy
weeks
Barbara)
lions "Howard Koenen is Eight
pad 671 farms in the county, ac- Preschool Mothers have cannewsprint
textured
rough
to
tonight
pied three females and two
are
nts
from
are
llsey
arriegeme
its riveting
Funeral
the committee in free to persons for pets.
males. are free to persons for chairman of
call Tuesday, February 16, at 7: 30 and clips to hold papers to board. cording to figures teleased by the celled their meeting scheduled
arrangements for the half German Shepherd and half incomplete, but friends may
of
make
charge
would
puppies
Mildred Jackson and Hazel Agrzilltural Stabiiizatiori and for on& and.rescheduled it for
pets The
fine pets at the. Ijinlock-Crileman Funera p.m. at the home of Mrs. Robert
o')'lock meeting Several Collie anci would make
be fteetesses for
%ttoolorftil cliddren's pet s For
KagrJrerill
Street,
Conservation Service, 011ie Hall Tuesday. February 16, at seven
Maim
713
ae
etrirm
iris,
'
implir vsisteh doo Farsenform
in be pee,enteet te.e
p.m..tiT Gleason Hall
evening.
hustler informarwrri eriti pit-30a014
chairman
Murray.
tall 7534977.
--1 TTIPillbrr<
.if•or four p ut
By United Press International
The heaviest snow and the
coldest weather of the winter
thus far snarled traffic and
closed schools from kindergartens to universities in
Kentucky today.
An eight-inch blanket set
-Operation Snow" in motion in
Louisville Monday, and streetcrews worked all night to keep
main arteries open.
State police attempted to keep
semi-trailer trucks off Interstate
highways today, after a number

Sister Of Local
Men Passes Away

Dr. Globetti Will
Speak At United
Ministry Luncheon

Laymen's Banquet
Scheduled Thursday

No Steering Correction
Needed To Stay on Line

The Weather

-_1411chell

Pfc. Workman Now
Leave Murray

Calloway War Veterans
„To Gt
e $27,000 I n '71

Earthquake Claims
wo -Victims, Man
Californians Hurt

Former Murrayan Is
Now Convalescing

Two Wrecks
Reported
In County

Weed Sale
Is Friday

Two Men Are
Inducted In
Draft Call

Death Claims
Mr. McCuiston

Newcomers Club To
Meet On Thursday

Lions Club Plans
For Ladies Night

-

v.

Workshop Planned
At Murray Art
Guild On Thursday
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Postal rate rise

The new U S Postal Service
WASHINGTON UP!).i
has formally proposed an increase in the price of mailing
a first class letter from 6 cents to A cents and an airmail
-JAMES C WILLIAMS,. PUBLLSHER
. lett= from .10 cents to 11 cents.
We teeeree the light to reject any Advertising. Letters tolhe Editor.
The raise could take effect as early as May.
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the bast
interest of our readers.
And Assistant Postmaster General James W. Hargrove
made it clear to reporters (bat the requested increases are
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE wrrsant CO., 1509
just the beginning. lk said if wage increases for 750,1119
madams Ave.. Memphis, Tenn.: Time & We side., New York. N.Y.,
postal employes are negotiated this year, "We weskl hove
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
to have additional rate increases."
Entered Daily at the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky, for
Even further rate increases, Hargrove says, will follow
transmission as Second Class Matter
over the years to pick up contributions that Congress
wiH be phasing out
The 1970 Postal Reorganization Act
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By carrier in Murray. per week 35e, per
I equireF the Service to he a fully self-supporting agency
Month $L.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $5.50;
in 10 years
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions 0.00.
THE SERVII.E made the current proposal to the Postal
•lrbe Outstanding Civic Asset of a Corlilbanity Is the
Rate Commission If the Commission does not recommend
Integrity it its Newspaper"

,

TUESDAY—FEBRUARY 9, 1971

a decision to the governors of the Postal Service in -90
days, the Postal Service is expected to put into effect a
temporary increase.
Rates for mailing magazines and newspapers would he
raised by 142 per cent. The package, disclosed by Assist'
ant Postmaster General James W. Hargrove, would put a
much greater burden on second and fourth class mail
users than the one-third hike for most other classes.

a

Air
WASHINGTON
UPli
The
Force spent 156,800 on research to find
!
1- a better rabies vaccine, hut canceled
the project after concluding rabies "is
a. not a unique military problem," the
deneral Accounting Office (GAO)says.
The rabies project was one of 115
scientific research projects canceled
after the GAO suggested that research

not closely related to the AF be abandoned.
The AY undertook in 1969 to find a
better vaccine against rabies in southeast Asia and other epidemic areas. The f.
GAO said the research duplicated efforts by the National Institutes of
Health, which has spent $2.3 million
over 12 years in rabies research.
The AF spends $285 million a year Ei
on scientific research projects.
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4%

NOV

The First Methodist Church will be using the new sanctuary on
Sunday, according to the pastor, Rev. Walter Mischke, and the
tau uldiruf the tnitteling i.uiiuiilttee, 1'. 'Waldrop
The Murray State College Board of Regents approved today a
resolution to name a men's dormitory now under construction on
the campus for the late Lee Clark, former state representative
from Calloway County.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Roach will celebrate their 60th wedding
anniversary with an open house at their home on February 19.
The Murray State College Thoroughbreds pushed in four free
throws in the last 17 seconds of play to edge past Middle Tennessee 77 to 7 here last night.

Ago Today
20 Years
imam a
Funeral services for Alvie Marine of Detroit, Mich., were held
with the Max Churchill
Funeral Home in charge of the arrangements.
Murray High School senior superlatives are Zona Yates
William Thomas Parker, Kay Ray. Jimmy I Bones 1 Jona*,Loci*
Fay Hart, and Gene Hendon.
John (lendenon,son of Mrs. Arthur Clendenon, has been called
into the service He will report February 13.
Hobert Fulton is now stationed in Texas with the Air Force. He
1• he son of Mr and Mrs. Herman Fulton of Murray Route One.

r,,day at the Coldwater Methodist Church

Bible Thoughtfor Today
The Lord said unto Cain. Where is Abel thy brotber7—Geneels
49.
We cannot get away with murder, the very earth crieth out Our
sin_

_

AUGER BIT
EXPANSIVE SIT
IS ADJUSTABLE

By United Press International
Today is Tuesday, Feb. 9, the
40th day of 1971.
The moon is between the first
quarter and full phase.
The
morning
stars
are
Mercury, Venus, Mars and
Jupiter.
The evening star is Saturn.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Aquarius.
On this day in history:
In 1825 the U.S. House of
Representatives elected John
Quincy Adams presidept after
no candidate in the December,
1824, election received the
necessary majority.
In 1900 sive 7,000 construction workers in Chicago voted
to strike for an eight-hour day.
In 1950 Wisconsin Sen. Joseph
McCarthy charged the U.S.
State Department was infested
with Compunists.
In 1968 President Johnson
sent Cyrus Vance to South
Korea as a special- representative in the Pueblo crisis arising
from seizure by North Korea of
the
U.S. intelligence
ship

•

'60 '61 62 63 64 '65 66 '67 68 69 70 70
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PUERTO
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JNIP

GUIDE
BIT AT
RIGHT
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ANGLES
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se ill

COUNTERSINK BIT WIDENS SCREW HOLES

•
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Bottled water not safe? f
NEW YORK (UPI): Bottled water may not be
safe, an official of a group representing 23,000 water
Futilities claims.
"When you buy bottled water, you have absolutely no assurance that it s safe," Eric F. Johnson,
executive director of the American Water Works
Assn., said.
"Companies that bottle water escape the supervision that the state gives to water utilities."
3
a
The water may not be safe in the first place and
the bottling itself presents further potential danger.
"Many water utilities report to me that water
E being sold in bottles in their area is nothing but
tap
• wgjer," he said. He cited instances of tap
water
I costing one cent for 22 gallons being passed through
= a cellulose filter and being resold for 79
cents a
gallon—a markup of 1600 times.
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WASHINGTON (UPI) Many persons with problems
of aging respond favorably to
treatment because "they do
not regard themselves as old,"
says Dr, Maurice E. Linden,
director of the Jefferson Medical College Unit at Philadelphia State Hospital.
"They have a feeling that
their ego has had a continuous
identity all their lives and has
no age," Linden told a Lutheran Conference on Services
to the Aging.
*
Marriage dialogue
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NEW YORK

(UPI) - Lu-

theran-Reformed and Roman
Catholic representatives at a
meeting in Rome agreed on
plans for a dialogue on the
theology of marriage and problems of mixed marriages, reports 'the Lutheran CAoincil
in the USA.
A statement said the delegates "emphasized their common conviction that the churches have a particular responsibility to clarify the Christian understanding of marriage
in the context of the contemporary crises on the meaning
and the institution of marriage.-
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BRACE YOURSELF
FOR OUR BIT!

The Almanac

Right outlook

6%

Ten Years Ago Today

By

A thought for the day:
American Poet Joaquin Miller
said, "That man who lives for
self alone lives for the meanest •
mortal known."
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GOOD BRACE HAS RATCHET
AND SPRING ACTION JAWS

Pueblo.

PROTECTED BY HELICOPTER GUNSHIPS( bacic.ground ), soldiers riding on
a set.!propelled 175mm gun lead an Arne!lean column
info K)'6 Sanh, South Vietnam,
during the 29.000-Man allied offensive near Laos.-

KEEP WELL
OILED

BRACE
& BITS

THE PROPOSAL calls for increases in virtually all
mail categories except Parcel Post.The one-time penny post
--card- wookt- te--ratfterftelirrEintr to 7 cents, and an
airmail card from 8 cents to 9 cents.
The Postal Service said the increases would provide
adiltional revenue of $1.45 billion during fiscal 1972, and
"put the postal system on a sound financial basis and shift
more to the costs from the taxpayer generally to those
who use the mail the most."

Air Force cancels study of rabiesi

A big American corporation ran a full page
ad in a national magazine recently, pointing out
that there is still a lot of good news that never
gets into print. It entitled the ad: "Most of the
news that's fit to print never gets printed," and
went ahead-to Bar
More than 250,000 college students in this
country operate, without pay, 1000 programs for
mentally retarded children, others conduct
classes in hospitals and jails, still others tutor
ghetto children to enable them to keep up with
children from more fortunate homes.
"More than 200 American corporations
donate tools and money to 140 schools in Latin
America training 150,000 students to earn a selfsupporting, self-respecting future more friendly
to the UNITED States.
"In California a lone college student stood
off for hours a friob bent on desecrating the flag
he proudly said "stands for what enables me to
go to college".
"In 160 American cities 18,800 businessmen
act as Big Brothers to young boys who lack and
desperately need that sort of counsel,
friendliness, help.
"In Michigan a small group of students
donated and collected money to pay merchants
for windows broken by student rioters.
"Marines in Vietnam, out of their own
pockets, have built and maintain three hospitals
for natives; regularly provide toys for hundreds
children who never had any; encouraged and
helped an American town, from which one
Marine had come, to give a Christmas to the
entire Vietnam town in defense of which he had
been killed.
"Large corporations have set up and
maintain in Harlem a very special school for
drop-outs, to fit them for college. There have
been no drop-outs, from that school.
"So be of good cheer. .its's still America—
and it's wonderful."
It was a good advertisement and made some
excellent points, but we challenge the caption of
the ad which claimed that most of the news that's
fit to print never gets printed. We can recall
seeing stories printed on nearly every one of the
instances pointed out above.
Most newspapers everywhere print' more
"good" news than they do "bad" news.
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As the first wax e of the hot-pants style
from Paris
spreads across our country. we note 16 accent
on a
fact of anatomy: whertnii.ithe infhiskirt can and
often
•es disguise the broadest of spreads, the
short
shorts disguise nothing. However, they do
accentuate and titillate and, of course, lead
one to
speculate

"No woman can look as well out of the
fashion

as in it." ,
• ,...Mark- Tvratri
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HEMOPHILIAC SURVIVES HEART SURGERY—Dr.
tanicY
larockman (left) points to the spot, on a model of a
heart, where a defective valve was repaired in the heart
of Warren C. Jyrch, 50, tit Michael Reese Hospital in
Chicago. Jyrch is the first hemophiliac to undergo,open
heart surgery_ Two Ihnusand_ pints of blood were used
—
in -the 74-heitir, Operation. •
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Major College Mackey Testifies n Adolph Rupp
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F1"8"3 S"rth BtBoston at Chicago
Hill. used sparingly last season
wife the answer is everything. hearing Harry Walker cornOnly games scheduled)
because of knee troubles, will
She's the one who put hint in plaining about my legs. He says
undergo knee surgery Tuesday.
7 pull muscles all the time and
the hospital.
RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
Jim Wynn, who spent a week things like that. If you 1°4 it
ABA Standings
(UPI)-Dr. Max there being repaired for a knife up you'll see I play as muck as
YORK
NEW
By United Press International
Milwaukee. Connie
By United Press International 16 for
Orange, N.J., wound in his side, has spent anybody on the ball club. I NEW YORK (UPI)-Torn
South
of
Novich
for
East
With 24 regular season games Hawkins tallied 23 points
U.S. Olympic team physician another one here recuperating. played 158 games
Shaw, on the verge of replacing
Walk 17.
W. L. Pct. GB
bad
a
anhave
remaining, the Milwaukee the Suns and Ne41
t,
Jim Wynn didn't
He did it by hob-nobbing with a
and orthopedic specialis
old Palmer as golf's new Virginia
within
40 19 .678 ...
moved
Floridians
The
the
count
about
Bucks can just
the formation lot of his old baseball budies year for Houston He had 87 "take-ch
rge" guy, forged to Kentucky
arge"
take-cha
111,1 the yeti
Pittsburgh nounced Monday
33 27 .550 711
.282
a
and
bonus money they'll receive for a game of fifth-place
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of
n
28
the
American
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in
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as of
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isn't
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which
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Airlines A.strojet golf
d‘tie'ellt
money winners, it was an- Carolina
27 34 443 14
in double Physicians
record in the National Basket- six players scored
bad at all, but 20-year old unced Monday by the ProfesAstros Will Be Glad
study and research in the field
Pit16
25
410
36
Brisker,
Pittsburgh
John
figures.
1970-71.
ball Association for
the kid they're sional Golf Association's TourJim Wynn's employers, the Cesar Cedeno
of boxing.
25 38 897 17
Floridians
by Lew tsburgh's leading scorer with a
Milwaukee, led
organizing committee of Houston Astros, will be glad to all whipped up about in nament Palyers Division.
The
with
West
has
Alcindor's 39 points, romped 28.5 average, was sidelined
which
association,
hear he was hitting the ball Houston.
Shaw, winner of last •week's
W. L. Pct. GB
hamstring the new
past the Phoenix Suns, 118-94, iv pulled groin and
He's one hetluva ballplayer," Hawaiian Open and the Bing-Nutah
Dr. Novicb as its acting well, particularly for a fellow
38 19 .667 ...
was
Thompson
George
club's
muscle.
Monday night for the
composed of Dr. who had been sliced up pretty Wynn says. "He knows it Crosby National pro-am earlier
is
,
chairman
36 20 643 11-2
Indiana
as he scored
he
Dr.
and
him
told
Detroit,
of
out
I've
of
47th victory against only 11 equal to the task
because
good and had just come
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this year, has earned $69,752. Memphis
34
26 567 51t
Condors.
the
for
points
Knicks
26
York
New
defeats. The
Ira McCown of New York, Drs. the hospital. They'll also be just stands there and smiles."
Miller Barber, runner-up to Denver
.
22 36 379 1611
Trailing third-place New York
and Elliot glad to hear he's not mad at
Cedeno may be getting Shaw in the Hawaiian, is also
Cesar
earned the extra cash last
Caplan
Bernard
19 38 .333 19
Texas
games, the
season for finishing with a 60-22 by only 311
of Columbus, Ohio, anyone. Not at them for moving a little cocky.
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.
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28
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King
Jim Wynn is
him around in the outfield, not
Nicholas Teresi of
earnings of $59,241.
106 Pittsbgh 97
h closed the Dr.
will easily beat that percentage. on after Pittsburg
N.Y., and Dr. Ronald Romeo of at his wife, Ruth, for doing him it never pays
d
standings are reversed in
Edwar
The
Games
fourth
Tuesday's
the
in
91-90
to
Phoenix took a 27-26 lead late gap
Las Ve4s, Nev., among others. what she did, not at anyone.
points derby. IN° games scheduled)
exemption
the
PAN ETELA DELUXE
in the opening period of the quarter.
"What happened was com'With Barber leading in points
only league action. But baskets
pletely my fault," Jim Wynn FOUR WINNERS
with 55,541.5 and Shaw second
HAWTHORNE, N.J. UPI) with 41,265. George Archer
by Bob Dandridge and Jon
says about that little decision
Santana, Iliomaz Koch ranks third in both categories
Manuel
started
"I
McGlocklin put Milwaukee in
wife.
his
he lost to
front for good.
ev_hing. We were celebrat- and Tom Edlefsen woninfirstthe with $37607 and 33,776.6 points.
matches..Monday
Mack Calvin's 29 points lifted
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One word led to another and
only American Basketball AssoTo many a modern man ob- to America. the sport, like its before you knew it the scene
ciation game Monday night.
and
Despite the season being four sessed by the pressures
pins, went through many ups arid looked like Custer's Last Stand
rary
contempo
of
ons
frustrati
the
only
was
downs. It flourished for a time, with Jim Wynn playing Custer,
months old, this
n, bowling is the ideal
languished during a period when looking at all that blood on the
second time the Bucks and civilizatio
the closely-bunched nine-pins floor and saying oh my God,
Suns have met. Milwaukee won release.
an
A bowler can strike out
were considered to be too easy a that's mine'
the earlier encounter and led
symbols of what ails
target, was revived, and then "It was a little knife," Wynn
this one, 63-54, at halftime as inanimate
4.ki
.
rolling a 16-pound ball at legally banned (because of
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Alcindor scored 26 points before him by
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bash
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added
Legal prohibitions against
"Hardly Felt It"
the Bruins make it to the
all-time NBA scoring list,
they're not going to have
them!
bowling were actually only the "I hardly felt it at all," Wynn know
tournament, they can expect a
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Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hopkins
of Murray Route Two are the
parents of a baby boy, Michael
Cad, weighing four pounds ten
ounces, born on Friday, The Youth Fellowship of the
Grove CumFebruary 5, at 10:40 a.m. at the North Pleasant
Presbyterian
Church
berland
Murray-Calloway County
met Sunday, February 7, at five
Hospital.
-They have another son, Robert, o'clock in the afternoon at the
M.
age three. The father is a home of Mr. and Mrs. James
psychology teacher at the Coleman, New Concord Road.
Miss Mary Eva Wells,
Paducah Community College.
presided.
The
president,
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
directed by
Robert S. Hopkins of Middletown. program lesson was
N. J. Great grandparents are Ronnie Boyd.

t sr. - Thu's- -- Catiperative
Preschool Mothers will meet at
The Progressive Homemakers
Gleason Hall at seven p.m. Slides
Club will meet at the home of
will be shown on "Little Qiildren
Mrs. Ruth Daugherty at seven and Big Poisons".
p.m.
The Lions Club Valentine
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Dinner will be served at 6:30 p.m.
Order of the Eastern Star will at the Woman's Club House.
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 Slides of the Tokyo Lions Conp.m.
vention will be shown by Dr.
Castle Parker at the social hour
The Weststde Homemakers
at six p.m.
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs Wayburn
Thursday, February 11
Welcome
The
Wagon
The Quota Club will meet at the
Newcomers Club will meet at the
Holiday Inn at 12 noon
Community Center at 7:30 p.m.
Morning Circles of the WSCS of
the First United Methodist The Baptist Women of Elm
Church will meet at 9:30 am. as Grove Baptist Church will hold
follows: Alice Waters at the its general meeting at the home
social hall with Mrs. C. B. Ford of Mrs. W. A. Farmer at 1:30 p.m.
as hostess; Bessie Tucker with
Mrs. W. B. Graves, 1507 KirkFriday, February 12
wood; and Maryleona Frost with
North
Murray
Mrs. Jim Garrison, 303 Oakdale The
Homemakers Club will meet at
Drive.
the home of Mrs. Charles
Groups of the Baptist Women of Crawford, West Main Street, at
the First Baptist Church will 1:30 p.m.
meet as follows: I with Mrs
Ragon McDaniel at 9:30 a.m.; II
Saturday, February 13
with Mrs. John Keel at ten a.m.;
A Valentine Dance for memand III with Mrs. Neva Waters at
bers and out of town guests will
two p.m.
be held at the Calloway County
The WSCS of the Goshen United Country Club from 9:30 p.m. to
Methodist Church will meet at 1:30 a.m. Mr. and Mrs. James
Boone are co-chairmen for the
the church at seven
n.
dance.
Tuesday, February 9

Church Has Meet

Mrs. Lucy Gregory of New
Rochelle, N. Y., Mrs. W. W. Rev. and Mrs. W. Edd Glover
Morton of Louisville, and Mr. and are sponsors of the CPYF which
Mrs. C. P. Thurman of meets twice monthly.
DEAR ABBY I see where the fellows of the Rh Security
The group has taken as its
Hodgenville.
Police Squadron [Combat] want a pinup picture of you. and
service project the
current
shot.
"head"
only
a
you agree to favor them with
and redecorating of
paneling
Dorothy Lynn is the name
While I was doing free-lance news photography. I had the
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. J. Field their Sunday School room at the
pleasure of meeting you a couple of years ago, and while you
Montgomery, Jr., of Murray church. A generous donation by
have taken some rather pointed pot shots at bachelors [and I
Route One for their baby girl, the Whosoever Will Adult Class
am one], you are a real good looking gal with a cute [but
weighing six pounds eleven las greatly aided them with this
as
a
offer
to
have
what
you
with
and
figure.
tiny]
born on Sunday, project.
ounces,
photographic subject. the boys of that Police Squadron rate a
February 7, at 3:46 p.m. at the The CPYF plans to go to Bethel
photo that is a little more inclusive than just a "head" shot.
Murray-Calloway County College, McKenzie, Tenn., on
I'm not suggesting something suitable for Playboy
Sunday, February 28._ Special
Hospital.
magazine, but a photo in keeping with - yosw image and
afternoon and evening activities
•
.)
age
•
•
Monty,
AS'
They have one son,
station in life I would even volunteer to do one free for
•
have been planned including a
'
•
"..-:**
'
two.
The
the
father
adis
v
.
%
nuttin', if it wouldn't antagonize your husband.
ZO.S.
•
;
play by college students.
ministrator
local
hospital.
of
the
JAMES A BERR1GAN
Mr. and Mrs. Coleman served
Grandparents
and
Mrs.
are
Mr.
SCOTLA, N. Y.
J. Field Montgomery, Sr., of refreshments to Rev. and Mrs
,
••
Tallulah, La., and Mr. and Mrs. Glover, Miss Sheila Marshall,
DEAR MR. B.: Thanks for your emersion offer, but 1
and
be
picture,
W. A. Rhyne of Newport News, Miss Rita Robinson, Miss Mar!,
take
my
)ast asked my husband if you could
Va. Two great grandmothers are Eva Wells, Ronnie Boyd, Jima*
gave me a quick negative.
Miss Nettie Suellen Rahm
Mrs. A. R. Rhyne of Raleigh, N. Cain, Miss Cheryl Brown, and
C., and Mrs. Marie H. Bates of Miss Kathy Coleman.
DEAR ABBY: Twenty-two years ago we bought this crib
Me: and Mrs. James Rahm of Marble Hill, Missouri, announce
Newport News, Va.
which we placed next to our bed. We had seven children, and
the engagement of their daughter, Miss Hettie Suellen Rahm, to
the book of Matthew. Fourteen
each one slept in that crib. The youngest is now seven and
Dodson
Mrs.
of
Michael
of
Mr.
Jack
Ward,
Murray.
and
Ward
son
Senior recital of Marcia Joslin,
members answered the roll call
the crib has been empty for more than four years, but my
Miss Rahm is a graduate of Woodland igh School at Lutesville
aitsfield, Vt., piano, will be at
with how each can make herself
husband refuses to let me take it away. Whenever I suggest
and is now a junior at Murray State University. She is a member
Sunday, February 14
he Recital Hall, Fine Arts
a better friend to those around
moving the crib out, he gets real angry and says [can move
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Crawford of Alpha Gamma Delta women's fraternity.
uilding, MSU, at eight p.m. No
them. Mrs. Bufchett read the
junior
School,
Murray
graduate
is
it out when he's dead and not until. [He hangs a lot of shirts
High
The
a
of
a
groom-elect,
will
be honored on their golden
harge.
minutes.
want
doesn't
washed
at Murray State University majoring in pre-law. His fraternity is
on it that he has worn only once and
wedding anniversary
Pi Kappa Alpha. His grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Lennis Ward
reception at the home of Mr. and
Yet
Plans for annual day to be held
Wednesday, February 10
Mrs. Clinton Burchett opened March 19 were given by Mrs.
It's an eyesore and a nuisance. I want to take that ail_
Mrs. Donald Crawford in Lynn of Murray,and the late Mr. and Mrs. H.1.3, Abodes of Murray.
-Ricovery,
for
persons
Il
Wedding
are
incomplete.
plans
her lovely home on the Penny- Lowell Palmer. Mrs. Barletta
away but I'm afraid to cross him Please tell me what to do.
Grove from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. All
with emotional or nervous
Airport Road for the January Wrather, Extension officer, told
HATFIELD, PA.
relatives and friends are invited
problems, will meet at the to attend.
Lockwood
meeting of the Wadesboro of the improvements being made
DEAR HAYFIELD: 1 am not about to- advise a woman Calloway County Public Library
1TOLLYWOOD (UPI) - -Homemakers Club held at test. at the Extension Office.
who is "afraid to cross" her husband to cross him anyway, from ten a.m. to 12 noon. For
Gary Lockwood, .who once thirty o'clock in the morning.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
and risk having her bridgework rearranged. Unless he agrees more information call 753-5915.
Presenting the major lesson for
starred in his own series -The recreation was directed by
--to let you replace the crib with a clothes rack, skip it.
Nanette Fabray is one of 4,000 "The Lieutenant". will play the day was Mrs. Baron Palmer
The Pottertown Homemakers
persons registered as organ a guest role in —The Young who discussed "Selection of Mrs. Ernest Futrell with Mrs
donors with Medic Alert, Lawyers."
DEAR ABBY: A wife signed "Jealous" wondered what Club will meet at the Holiday Inn
Furniture". She also demon- Wayne Hardie winning the prize
Turlock, Calif.-headquartered
strated
to do when her husband announced that he was going to a at ten a.m.
how to make flowers out A potluck dinner was served at
* *
noon.
foundation. Nanette's bracelet
of baling twine.
nude girlie show, and you made the shocking reply that after
indicates she wishes to donate
\ever soak iron skillets over
The
Mrs. David Palmer, president, The next meeting will be held
New
she had indicated her disapproval and he went anyway, there
Concord
The Baptist Young Women of her heart to medical science, tong periods. Soaking discolon'4
Homemakers Club will meet at
presided, and Mrs. Max Hurt February 17 at 10:30 am. at the
was nothing she could do.
the Cherry Corner Baptist when she dies.
them.
the
home
gave the devotion reading from home of Mrs. Autumn Ezell.
of Mrs. I. B. Mayfield at
Really, Abby' Surely you can do better than that. I know,
'Church held a Gift Bible
I can. Besides raising holy 11- if he gets out of line, I would one p.m.
I PresentatIorr for Miss Kara
wwweirmusweilweasasist441-wwisgurateuitaiatat wise,wiest-toat**to iiiktis wasitetwisalit*J0:ewes-au************ise
go on a shlke. No cooking, no cleaning, no laundry, no
Reiss, bride-elect of Leon
The
Harris
Grove Crippen, on January 24.
nothing. In alai words, I would let him know what a rotten
The
Homemakers Club will meet at
wife I can bel/ he wants to be a rotten husband.
ceremony was held during the
the home of Mrs. Clifton L. Jones
TRALNED HIM
regular Sunday night service.
at one p.m.
Rev. Roy Gibson, pastor,
DEAR TRAINED: And what about the wife who goes on
presented the white Bible,
• strike and finds that her husband can hire someone to
The
South
Murray symbolic of the Christian Home,
do all the household services she withholds, The eye for an
Homemakers Club will meet at to Miss Reiss. Others pareye theory doesn't ~Li ken. Two moves apiece and on're
the home of Mrs. Paul Maggard, ticipating in the candlelight
both blind.
807 North 20th Street, at 10:30 ceremony were the BYW leader,
CONFIDENTIAL to fhe many who wrote to blast me for a.m
Mrs. Anna Requarth, the
my refusal to put down the homosexual: The most
president, Miss Sheila Garrison, •
The Arts and Crafts Club will and Patty Simmons, Ola Mae
burdensome problem the homosexual must bear is the
stigma placed upon him by as unenlightened and intolerant meet at the home of Mrs. Melas Roberts, Ruby Van Dyke, Patsy
Nichols, Virginia Herndon, and
society. Their sexual bent is as natural and normal for them Linn at 2:30 p.m.
Martha Hendon.
as oars is for us. They are neither "sick" nor degenerate.
41
Evening circles of the WSCS of "Whither 'Thou Goest" was
They are simply "different." Mine is a plea for compassion
the
First
United
Methodist
sung
by
Eugnee
Russell
with
understanding
and
for these misunderstood and mistreated
Church will meet at 7:30 p.m. as special music by Joyce Winsouls. They, too, are God's children.
41
follows: Wesleyan with Mrs. chester.
What's your problem You'll feel better if you get it off Nate Beal, 303 South 8th Street;
Prior to this event a bridal
your 'chest. Write to ABBY. Rol 69700, Los Angeles. Cal. Ruth Wilson with Mrs. W. P. shower was held at the home of
For a persoost roply earlose stamped, addressed Russell, 1112 Elm Street; and Miss Martha Hendon. The colors
44
Hannah with Mrs. William Swan, of pink and white were used
envelope.
11
Murray Route Seven.
•
• throughout the house. Refreshments of nuts, mints, tea cakes,
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Senior recital of Tom Harrigan, and Cokes were served from a
mid sib Abby. Box G1744. lAs Angeles. Cal. SOWS
Murray, French horn, will be at table overlaid with a pink cloth.
the Recital Hall, Fine Arts The gifts were placed around a
41
Building, MS1 at 8:30 p.m. No stand of pink and white wedding
Mem 711• 1211 or 753 - 4247
NFL J. B.awk•en . . .
charge.
bells. The honoree was present
with a corsage of white. carMurray State Student-Faculty nations.
- will- be -held at - the - Those present werefriends of
United Christian Ministry at Miss Reiss from her church and
12:30 p.m. The admission is 75. BYW group.
cents.

By Abigail Van Buren
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Group II Of CWFHas Regular Meet
At Clopton Home

The Cumberland Presbyterian
Women of the North Pleasant
Grove Church will meet at the
home of Mrs. Delia Graham at
seven p.m.
BY CLARK KINNAIRD
The Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Alene Pritchett at 9-30 a.m.

Mrs. Ruth Clopton opened her
home for the meeting of Group!!
of the Christian Women's
Fellowship of the First Christian
Church held on Tuesday,
February 2. at two o'clock in the
afternoon Mrs Clem Moore was
oohostess

The Sunnyside Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Mickey Cherry at eleven
a.m. A potluck luncheon will be
served.

The program was presented by
Mrs. Lessie Pickard who gave
two ports of the study book,
-Where Tomorrow Sturggles To
Be Born". The devotion was
given by Mrs Mary PasIts on
'Reconciliation •' _ with her
scripture reading from the II
Corinthians and III John

The WMS of the Grace Baptist
Church is scheduled to meet at
the church at seven p.m.

liyps). folklore &shit MN.
American Inethin and gloriously
put-together pcasiint looks have
restored fun to fashions for the
young.say Penney 's fashion pro.
giomitieatoes. For spring, fluty
expert juniors to favor long.
flounced peasant and gypsv
skirts. This is the generation
that has never known the rustle
of petticoats swishing around
their legs, and Penney's predicts the more avant-garde will
want this very feminine look.
The young, however, are not
expected tocompletely abandon
their short skirts. - Penney's
junior dresses, as a result, will
be about two inches above the
knee for spring.

The Gamma Omicron chapter I
of Beta Sigma Phi will meet at IMMO OVIZT MUIR
the Baptist Student Union
DACK
I sk6, a baseball building at 7:30 p.m.
13 game in Port Jet via. N Y.
Friday, February 12
,had unprecedented attendence,
Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk, chair- because one team had a girl
A Valentine Dance, sponsored
presided;The
minutes
were
man,
pitch*
,This irvu Joujimuck- by Murray State --Womerits
—s7CIV0Pton, secjetary. er an ltiga.'He advertised in Society, will be held at the WOW
read by 4r
•
/kw 11101
During the Octal hour fruit New York papers, and got 154i Hall from nine p.m to one cm.,
MUITty
Cream,
from
choose
respOlises
and
which
coffee
to
whipped
cake.
the first of an ..BlOaraer Girl with tickets at $5.00
were served by the hostess:
All-Stars' which were attracMOON OP PINS
The Faculty Couples Bridge
tions during three decades,
roeetuut
nil)
held
next
be
The
—11•MOSIMAI
I g n that
be held al the Student Union
In_ eh.
:merely
tag rerwpok brought iatificathMr -of—the Building, MSU, at 7- 30 p.m. For
Toesdi0
NO IL Mau
at the home of Mrs Clyde Jones Pith Amendment in 1920. the reservations call Jack or Sally.
Ne•N Auk, N J.with Mrs. C. B. Fair as cohostess
7534638.
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•
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NEW YORK (UPI)—"It is
hard for us cynics in the
financial community to appreciate the shock effect of the
President's catechumen Keynesian zealotry on those stolid
middle- American minds- that
are still glorying in our return
normalcy,"
economic
to
Bradbury K. Thurlow of Hop.
pin. Watson & Co. says. The
company believes the adminisin
is "engaging
tration
manipulation of economic mass
psychology on a scale never
before attempted" and adds
any attempt to ''fine tune
stockmarket forecasts in such
an environment may be just as
pointless as the government's
attempts to fine tune the
economy."

. W. Edd Glover
the CPYF which
•nthly.
fs taken as its
ce project the
redecorating of
sal room at the
rous donation by
Will Adult Class
• them with this
to go to Bethel
zie, Tenn., on
:ry 28., Special
vetting activities
ed including a
students.
Coleman served
Rev. and Mrs.
eila Marshall,
• In, Miss Mary
ie Boyd, Jimmy
yl Brown, and
an.

HAVE A HEART--Gov. Louie B. Nunn and former Sen. Thruston B. Morton join
little Julia McFadden in making plansfor the 1971 Kentucky Heart Fund Campaign.
Eight-year-old Julia, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert McFadden Jr., of Lexington,
underwent successful open-heart surgery in 1967. Morton is state chairman of the
1971 campaign.(Chuck Holbert Photo)

71 Heart Fund Capjpaign Commissioner
Gets Underway This Month Miller

The administration intends to
succeed itself in 1971 and is
pulling cut all stops, Edward A.
Viner & Co., Inc., says.
However, the company adds
that with optismism there is "a
tendency to chase rainbows"
and urges investors to "select
commitments carefully." The
company believes the market is
ripe for "a minor correction"
and suggests investors prepare
to take advantage of more
attractive price levels.

outlining the latest advances in
the fight against heart di. _a for
professionals.
"Business is not as good as
Funds also will be allocated for
the stock market, in fact, it is
FRANKFORT, KY.+Ap- a continued program of public
riot good at .all," W.E. Hutton &
proximately 47,000 Kentusky education, conveyed through
Co. says. However, the compavolunteers will be working during television, radio, magazines and
ny notes that "there's nothing
the month of February in support the press; and four thousands of
unusual about stocks anticipatof the annual Heart Fund Drive. echicational pamphlets by I. Robert (Bob) Maki.
ing with more enthusiasm"
Highlights of the campaign will distributed throughout the state
than is reflected elsewhere. The
be a statewide "Coffee Day," each year.
The months of February and company says the market may
Feb. 2 and a statewide house-toMarch will offer Kentucky cat- be helped by the sour business
.Research awards totaling tlemen five major events.
house solicitation on "Heart*
news likely to come in
-it
because
Sunday," FrebT2r
$1,587,012 have been made by the On February 27, the Kentucky weeks ahead
make the
will
Heart Assn. during the Department of Agriculture and probably
Kentucky
Proceeds from the Heart Fund
past 11 years. Charis of Heart the Polled Hereford Association administration.., even more
Campaign will be used to
Research are supported at the will stage the annual Kentucky anxious to implement recovery
maintain free permanent clinics
University of Kentucky arid the National Polled Hereford Show & measures."
at Bowling Green and Louisville,
University of Louisville. In ad- Sale at the Kentucky Fair &
with traveling clinics in 36 major
Although the market hasn't
$130,000 was allocated for Exposition Center in Louisville,
dition,
centers throughout the comresearch scholarships to medical This is a purebred show and sale, given up much ground it seems,
monwealth—all for medically students during this period.
and will offer consignments from to have lost much of its upward
indigent patients.
Former Sen. Thruston B. top herds in the state along with momentum, according to Ei -.F.
are
also
Heart Fund Dollars
Morton, of Louisville, is state entries from several other states. Hutton & Co The company
used to make heart information
of the 1971 Kentucky
chairman
The annual Louisville Steer & says a "stalemenate" seems to
and referral services available to
Heart Fund Campaign. Mrs. S. Carcass Show will belield March be in effect with many issues
to
prestrat
ns;
all Kentuckia
Garnett Bale, of Elizabethtowfi, 1-4 at the Fiar & Exposition still strong and others encotmprograms about heart disease in
substantial overhead
state "Heart Sunday" chair- Center. This event is open to beef tering
is
schools throughout the state; to
. Hutton advises a
resistance
man.
world.
the
throughout
breeders
sponsor medical symposiums
aggressive
less
The Department of Agriculture "somewhat
authorities said there was no sponsors this show in cooperation buying policy" and says it Is
'
NORTH ANDOVER, Mass. danger.
with the University of Kentucky "not averse to taking profits.1
; UM—Students at Merrimack Etna has claimed an estimat• and local packers.
College played basketball for ed million victims through
Following the steer show will
178 hours from noon Jan. 31 to recorded history.
be the Kentucky Angus Sweep10 p.m. Sunday, setting a new
stakes on March 6. On March 13,
record and raising $5,500 for a
Shorthorn
Kentucky
the
MAN SENTENCED
student athletic program.
Associatioir will join the
SoMANILA (UPI) —When
The students were divided
Department in holding the annual
into two teams of six shifts fronio Molito was brought Kentucky National Shorthorn
each. The Red team won, before the court this weekend Show & Sale.
for setting off a stick of
16,586-16,273.
These two latter events are for
dynamite because he had an purebred animals, as is the
argument with his wife, the Kentucky National Hereford
judge asked him how long it Show and Sale which will be held
VOLCANIC DISPLAY
would take to come down.
March 15. The purebred shows
two
months, will feature both female and male
CATANIA, Sicily (UPI)—Mt. "Sometimes
Molito, a classes.
replied
Etna threw up clouds of smoke sir,"
and ashes in a fiery volcanic fisherman.
Information on any of these
display visible from the Italian The judge promptly sen- events can be obtained by conmainland Sunday night. Lava tenced him to two months in tacting the Division of Shows &
poured down its slope but iail.
Fairs in the Department of
Agriculture at Frankfort. The
public is invited to the shows and
sales, and certainly beef
producers should make every
effort to attend.
Kentucky is making great
— E ward
-strides etres-beeleattle industry.- -Carlon -Cup-per), preaktesit
Purebred shows di sales not only of United Airlines, and
provide marketing outlets, but Charles C. Tillinghast Jr.,
also serve in promoting herds chairman of the board of
and bloodlines.St4r shows serve TWA, tell the Senate Aviato demonstrate what the industry tion Subcommittee in
0 a.
to looking for in finished animals. Washington that less
This is why the Department is ernment meddling isThe4dsurpleased to be able to work with ed if the a irli nes are to
plunged
industry
The
viva.
the
and
ns
the breed asiociatio
a $428 million profit
packing industry in making these from
in 1966 to a $175 million
events possible.
loss in 1970.
By Lois Campbell
State News Bureau
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banking at
while
ticket
parking
FREE Please have your
Minute
officer .
Bank.
teller or
Peoples
alidated by
v

50,000
Parking Tickets
Issued By Peoples Bank
Since-Opening A Parking Lot On Main Street Between 5th & 6th In
October, 1967, The Attendant Has Issued
50,000

TICKETS

To People Who Have Parked There.
Most Of These People Have Had Business
At The Bankjiad Their Tickets
Validated, And Parked FREE
THE-PUBLIC-IS -INVITED-- TO-CONTINUETO USEUSE THIS FACILITY, CONVENIENT TO
THE BANK AND THE DOWNTOWN
SHOPPING CENTER

•

•

Another Service Of...

Ions

PEOPLE

•tion
•

do,
- I

4_1
3441 aullin er •
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Ungar, shown in his
BRAIN MANIPULATOR-Dr. George
Medicine,
laborators• at the Baylor University College of
a specific
prograin
can
that.
extract
brain
a
has copied
te-teach*hock
electric
used
associates
and
reaction. He
natural environmeat.
4.000 rata to fear darknesi. their
untrained
Extract from their brains was injected into -4,1104;44.
feked aialLsriao
nits. and-the_untrairied
acids are used
Dr. Ungar has diiretivered that 20 amino
alphabet are used
by the braita-rmich like letters of the
reacliOns—
sgardasarbra in_ arranges 1110.B1:40

• CubiScout Neighborhood Dee U, sponsored by Poplar Spring
Baptist Church, studied "Lights In The Sky" as their monthly
the
theme for January, with the highlight being a Den trip to
obsersatory at Murray State University, hosted by Mr. Burnley.
Pi( turecl from bottom to top are Harry Fannin, Kenn Perkins,
4 Ile n
Tim Robertson Jimmy Johnson, Mike Edwards, John Vo
ether
Matt‘
Jay
and
Williams,
ripe Turnbow, Jimmy
Perry
members of the Den not pictured are Roger Johnson.
residing
years
10
and
8
between
boy
Any
Parkin.
Paul
and
Parkin,
_
in this neighborhood desirtng la loin timesII 436-5436._ _

— NCURBAN

I ANIt
,icy.

FDIC

•
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NEME VORIC STATE
POWERa CUT
IN MGM COLS

Ara: UR
Poodles
Chinchill
$35.00 ea4

WORLD'S EYES
ON APOLLO 14
FROM HOUSTON

79;000 AMiSICAN
AND S VIETNAMESE
TROOPS RE-OCCUPY
1 000 SQUARE MILES
IN NORTHWEST CORNER
OF SOUTH VIETNAM

SHAKY TRUCE
: REPLACES UNEASY
MID-EAST CEASE-PM

PRINCE PHILIP
Of BRITAIN GOES ON
TWO-MONTH TRIP IN
PACIFIC TEERITORIES
PILOTING OWN PLANE

MOBILE
Broad c
Check w
surance
Galloway
Estate Ai
5842

THOUSANDS MAROONED
BY CYCLONE-SPAWNED
FLOODS IN PORTUGUESE
EAST AFRICA LOWLANDS

'

Tv profile

Those New Long Weekend Holidays
Affect Lives of Most Americans
By SANDO BOLOGNA
Central Press Association
'Correspondent
WASHINGTON—Moat Americans will haye more leisure
time on four weekends this year
because of the new four fixed

12 a 12 1
heater ex
springs.
12:00 norm

Lee's looks
do not fade

REMOVE
Spots; flu
Blue Lu:
1.00 Big

By VERNON SCOTT

SPOTS Is
new can
Blue Li
shampooi
"Home of

HOLLYWOOD America_(UPlje-Loef
1955 and Andy Griffith's new
television wife, is a typical
housewife except that she is
also' an actress, beauty contest winner and married to an
actor.
In private life Lee is Mrs.
Frank Aletter who starred in
four television series: "Bringing Up Buddy," "The Cara
Williams Show," "It's About
Time" and "Danger Island."
13
years, the
Married
couple are _ the - parents of
daughters-"Kyle-ffrand-teidey
7.
Lee and Frank live on the
unfashionable outer ring 01
the San Fernando valley which
Miss Meriwether identifies as a
pitstop en route to Bakersfield.
Their home is a two-story
Cape Cod edifice with dormer
windows. It gives a feeling of
'
the east coast.
Inside.- Lee has decorated
the., house with a variety
styles of furtitsiiings- it is a
conglomerution
tit
things
brought from her apartment in
New York City,tits and pieces
from dressing rooms and ism('
very fine antiques.

national legal holidays, the first
of which will be Washington's
Brithday
The long four weekend holidays'were created in legislation
,igned by. President Johnson on
June 28, 1968. which became effective last Jan. 1.
The legal holidays, established
in the law, were designated for
all federal employees and for
persons employed by the District of Columbia. Actually, the
legislation affects _moat American families because 45 of the
50 state legislatures passed
laws, also fixing the same holidays for state employes and for
state holiday observance.
Thus, Washington's Birthday
is now celebrated on the -third
Monday of February, Memorial
Day on the last Monday in May,
Columbus Day on the second
Monday in October. and Veterans' Day the fourth Monday in
October.

his 1 vkli, Tint- has been
unwittingly created by the holi- A favorite mecca of weekend holidaying tourists—the Washington
day Law. On thili weekend which Monument, as seen here from the steps of the Lincoln Memorial,
began Feb..12. Friday, and ended. Feb. 15, the new Washing- off on Oct 12, the mail carriers otic groups.
ton's birthday ,Americans were . and other federal employes had
• • •
observing the birthdays of tv;o : to work that day.
LONG
holiday
weekends are
Witty
great presidents.
Next October, Columbus Day
One handicap that touched on will be a national legal holiday expected to stimulate new busiLee, as beautiful as the day
American business was the clos- for the first time, but it will' ness in resoit and tourist cen- she was.erowned Miss America,
ing of most banks from Thurs- on Oct. 11, Monday, instead of ters. particularly during the is a liaPpv, outgoing female
day night. Feb. 11, to Tuesday Oct. 12 when it will be cele- bright foliage and Indian sum- with a well
developed sense of
morning. Feb. 16. Federal em- brated in Italy. Colombia, and mer season of Octobet
royes worked on Lincoln's other Western countries.
All in all, there will be more humor.
"We don't entertain
at
Birthday which is not a national
leisure time Ali eady, some
•
legal holiday. But state and
cruise ships have .set their home very oftcn," she say.,
- municipal ernployes, as well as TEACHERS may remind their schedules to lure more passen- " "because people drive all the
bank, public utilities, and some students that while the history gers on the long holiday week- way out bere once, and arc
business employes had a free books state that Columbus set ends. Theaters may offer film darned if they'll do it a second
day on Feb. 12 in states where foot on a coral island in the shows to attract larger audi- time.
the Great Erflancipator's birth- Bahamas on Oct. 12, 1492, and ences
is
Frank
probably, the
day is a state and local holiday. called it San Salvador, AmenIn addition. holiday planning model hualsand for all Asseri•
In Washington, special events tans commemorate the elfent on will be made for Good Friday, can
women.
111' cleans -the
were scheduled for the Lincoln- the second Monday in October April 9 and for Independence
swimming pool, tends the pr.
Washington weekend at Lincoln through an act of Congress. The Day on Sunday, July, 4,
being den, baibeeues frequently. and
Memorial, Foritir-Tire-ale r same explanation may be made
Monday,
W'ashington Monument, a n d as to why Washington's Birth- Labor Day, still the first Mon- L-dtit9 most of the cooking when
day is not observed on Feb. 22 day in September and Thanks- Lee is working.
Mount Vernon.
• ‘• •
The fixed dates for Memorial giving Day now on Nov 2'5
BCCIEURC Lee reports to War
COLUMBUS DAY was ob- and Veterans Days mean new (Thursday are traditional na- ner Bros. studio at 7 a.m. and
served as a legal holiday in 37 planning for parades and cere- Uonal holidays on long week- rarely leaves before: 6:30 p.m.,

COFFEE

matching
with for,
dition. PI
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He Put Electricity To
Work For You

TIMOTH'
Contact T
5131,

191111 BSA :
tam Cal

F_NIZTRICITY

18 FT. Cl
or trailer.

TWIN el
10, winte
753-1499.

I.AbIES1
and suits

12. Phone

FRIGID
Tappan g
Westingh
ditioning
furniture
Phone 75',

Thomas Edison, father of the electrical industry,
didn't discover electricity. But,he did develop its
use for people like you. He patented almost 1,100

SL-5 RE
Phone 49:

inventions that use electric power.

5 HP

Briggs
Other rr
tgomery
Murray,
1966.

During Notional Electrical Week, we celebrate
the 124th anniversary of Edison's-birth. Thanks to

t2 x 55

juty

states until last October. That monies by veterans' organiza- ends. Christmas and
New Year's
meant that while most state tions, schools, government offI- Day will, fall on
Saturdays.
and municipal employes were dais. military units, and patriHappy Holidaying in 1971,
.

theme:
"The cost of labor
is a moblein even though it
"been estimated. that onsite labor constributes only a
bout 20 per cent of the cost
oti
By NORMAN .KEMPSTER
W A Sll I NG TON (UPI) -4.co.tary George Romney of
lionsing and -U.r6n- LKs,ior
merit predicts that by the end
If the current decade, twothirds of all anew homea 'lit
the .Lnited Stairs will be prefabricated on factory assembly
lines.
"We are now just in the
first stage of the industrial
age in housing _production,"
Romney said recently. "Be(lire the seventies are 'over,
' industrialized .houoing will
dominate the market."
,
11.11Y is helping to promote
into
'research
induilrialazed
housing methods through its
• Operation Breakthrough. The
program involves con4ruction
• of 22. experimental "housing
ste1is0"41fl eight sites through.

out the nation.
Harold B. Finger. assistant
HUD secretary for research,
predicts that construction of
the' breakthrough'home!'
should be completed before
the end of this year.
"1 belies .the decade ahead
is going to, see -s revolution
in housing construction unmatched since min untie-out
of caves and otarted building
dwellings with their hands,
Romney said.
'Present construction methods are, pricing themselves
out of the market in a-period:
of- soaring housing densa .
Romney predicted that a
switch
to factory-produced
housing would -check the spiraling CONE of homes. He said
factory techniques can use lean
skilled
and thus less highly.
paid -- workers than rtmventonal hammer:and-saw buildinteuntinads...
"Average hourly earnings of
ctiii,truttion workers have ,r''n 20 per cent in the fast
two •ars..- he said.
The
1i1terican people are Pick and
tired of pay irig the. tab for this
ups aril.presouse on costs."
'-

Elaboration

'Recent
building
trades
union wage settlements call
for three-year contracts with
sahary increases of aboad 20
per
ringer siad. "This
is well over double the_ wage
settlement -that has been negotiated in the—i
ar-diFts rial labor

area.
addition' to being high,
the ''three-year projection of
salary increases in a period of
rollback of inflation, wilt continue to boom the cost of
housing unreasonably into the
future.
A rollback of such
settleeita11--elearty'tab
needed."
Romney also predicted that
the waif* to factory beading
techniques will lead to widespread use of new materials
to overcome shortages of loan toes,'flipper and Aither materials
vital to conventional buildin

"Matis

produeers

II, our
are al—

breakilirugh „program
ready 'panning tip produce,
units w it ,„one•(11tart h less
in standard
wenial than is
as ha'
dwellings and are
,.ii'building materials Plastics.
remetif:"aff5iirininr a

Frank is left to. fix breakfast
for the girls and prepare dinner
for all.
•Forturtately - - Aletter io
gourmet cook. It's ..his habby.
He prepares dishes from exotic reciRes collected from all.
over the woiTa. til-e7ers
his Italian dishes Most of all.
Whenever possible -and a
baby sitter is available- Lee
talks Frank into driving to
Hollywood or Beverly Hills for
-dinner and a movie.
The

,_aren't

his genius, electricity works to improve the quality

bedroom
7270 aftei

of your life.

TWO-BE
home. 1:
new. Ph

Edison put electricity to work for people.
And we will keep it working. For you.

14 WEAI
4904.

WA?

BR(
RI rent
Prove o
'Phone 43

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL WEEK, FEBRUARY 7-13,
1971

Aletters
partygoers,
preferring to remain at home
with their daughters.
Kyle has become a Girl
Scout with an impact the ficriily did not anticipate. She is
Gung Ho on camping. nits
the Aletter family bought a
tent, sleeping. bag and other
equipment.
Weekends find them camping lu the mountains near their
home with everyone sharing
the chores.
Lee is definitely not an athlete. 'She- pave up sports at th,.
age of 12 when her father, an
•excelleat golfer,' was giving her

ns. She dislodged two of
his teeth with her backswing
and has never picked up a club
since.
The former Miss Americas
wears clothes beautifully. She
ea ...apoximately
pr
the same
iresghi -Ms as Sliepageant in -Atlantic City.
prefers skirts and blouses on
the CBS series,
At home she is more com
fortable in slacks.
• "The moot important thing
a
- bout me," Lee sal
, ts, "is that
On Juliet
everyoar.

WANTEC

either a 2
house wit
good coi
preferab
highly de
limits of
753-4646

West Kentucky
Rural Electric
Cooperative Corp., Inc

ci
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Chifil/HIPIPS
FOR SALE

Alist: IRISH Setter pups. Toy
Poodles and three herds of
Chinchilla from certified stock.
$35.00 each animal. 753-1862.
February 26C
MOBILE HOME Insurance.
Broad coverage. Low rates.
Check with us for all your Insurance before you buy.
Galloway Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, phone 753March4C
5842.
12 x 12 WOOL rug, 220 electric
heater extra good,set of good bed
springs. Phone 753-5244 after
FlOP
12:00noon.
REMOVE CARPET paths and
spots; fluff beaten down nap with
Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer
F13C
61.00 Big K.
SPOTS before your eyes-on your
new carpet-remove them with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Western Auto,
'Home of The Wishing Well."
FlOC
COFFEE TABLE and two
matching end tables. Mahogany
with formica tops. Good condition. Phone 753-6030 after 5:00
F1ONC
p.m.
TIMOTHY HAY and mixed hay.
Contact Thurston Furches at 435110P
5131.

11, 1197-1

In Chilly Alaska

Fairbanks Folks Get Used to Bears

By RAYMOND WILCOVE
Central Press Association
Correspondent
FAIRBANKS, Alaska - - It
probably couldn't happen in any
other city in the United States.
A man came home one day and
found a black bear sitting on his
NICE FURNISHED apartment ELECIROLUX SALES & Seri
porch.
However, since it was only
for three or four girls. Phone 753- vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky C. MI
one beat, shooing it away didn't
7381 clays or 753-5108 after 5:00 Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farpose much of a problem. At Jim
TFC mington, Kentucky.
March 5C
p.m.
Greiner's place, however. things
were different.
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NICE PRIVATE rooms, will row am gm ma ma am mut Benefit
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ATTENTION BOYS!!
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back yard, upsetting garbage
Would you like to retire, right now, kitchen priviliges. Phone 753-7381
carts and sitting' on his porch.
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....The
5:00
after
I
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When a 300-pounder started
week at your own pace? Then you're
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ready to consider becorning a Ull
e
Insuranc
carrier
:plications for
Greiner decided that was enough
Distnbutor
753-4199 and shot it.
routes. In order to update
Agency
Ull Snack Shop Vending Machines FURNISHED GROUND floor O
"I don't like to shoot them,
our files, boys who placed
are a proven business opportunity
but sometimes it's necessary."
in a $5 billion market, a market in apartment. Three rooms and • an application over three
"Get lostl" this Fairbanks resWent tells a black bear as
he explained somewhat apolowhich BD% of the business is done bath, near court square. Phone .• months ago should come to
Card Of Thanks
he tries to shoo away the nosey beast from his doorstep.
getically.
by the small independent operator. 753-8175.
TFC
reapply.
and
office
the
You can start your own business
Reports of incursions by black
this year, three Bureau of Land
The family of Dink Dunn is bears became so numerous that bear came onto the front porch
Several routes are now
for as little as 10 hours a week
Mrs. Coe, her chil- Management personnel were athome.
of
her
and
filled
hard
with
be
and build profits
grateful to his loving friends
the Fairbanks All-Alaska Week- dren and her mother stayed in- tacked by a bear and seriously
FURNISHED STUDIO and two_i open and will
work and good service.
neighbors for their thought- ly decided to do some investi- side until the bear left after 15 injured
immediately.
bedroom apartments. Zimfulness during his illness and gating. It found that Fairbanks minutes of prowling around GENERALLY, lone bears are
Apply in person to:
You need no experience, you make
merman Apartments, South 16th I
no personal sales calls We will Street. Phone 753-6609.
not dangerous, said Buchdeath. We especially thank Dr. had literally been invaded by and overturning trash.
F12C
train you, counsel you, and secure
at hundreds of black bears.
nurses
the
Although the black bears here holtz, unless they're injured or
Houston,
Hugh
• • .
locations. Your $600 to $1500
seem to have an affinity for sick. "I can't predict every
Murray -Calloway County
nt covers machine and
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SINCE black bear populations city life, Fish rind Game De- bear's behavior," he said, "but a
Jim
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The
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Hospital,
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do not decline quickly and there partment officials warn that bear in the yard is no justificafees
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one mile from city. Phone 753seemed to be a larger than they can be dangerous. Earlier Uon for pushing the panic butPLAN YOUR PROFITABLE RETIRE. 5109.
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"Where You Save Does Make A Big_ Difference"

MURRAY BRANCH
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